SiGe BiCMOS process technologies require precise, fast, nondestructive and in-line thickness and composition control of Ge-graded HBT (Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor) layer stacks. In this contribution we demonstrated advantages and shortcomings of different characterization techniques such as spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), dynamic secondary ion mass spectroscopy (DSIMS) and X-ray diffractometry (XRD) and reflectometry (XRR) for SiGe HBT with Ge graded profile up to 40%. Starting point of our investigation were HBT profiles described in [1, 2].

Thickness of Si-cap and SiGe base, split into the gradient and plateau part, maximum Ge content, and shape of the Ge gradient part are measured and the error limits of the different techniques are discussed. The spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were realized using automated KLA-Tencor SpectraFilm F1 ellipsometer with rotating polarizer and compensator at 3 angles of incidence (59, 65 and 71 deg). The sensitivity of spectroscopic ellipsometry to different shapes of the gradient part is demonstrated. DSIMS measurements were done with oxygen bombardment at low impact energy and compared with XRD.
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